From lakes to mountains

www.haut-jura-grandvaux.com
0033 384 60 15 25

Arts & Crafts
Goggle making, scribing, pipe making, horn working, stone cutter... these know-hows and works are still to
be discovered nowadays in the craftsmen workshops. Local making in respect to the traditions.

POTERIE DU LAC A LA DAME
 FORT DU PLASNE
We realize stoneware and porcelain household objects, for table arts and decoration, as well as
unique pieces on order.
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LA TAILLERIE
 BELLEFONTAINE
La Taillerie invits you to discover the fascinating world of fine and precious gemstones. A lapidary and
a gemstones specialist present their natural gemstones collection. In the store which is open all year
long, they will give you good advice to choose a gemstone, a ring, a pendant, or even the...
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Le comptoir des cascades
 LE FRASNOIS
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ATELIER DU CUIR

AUCUNE_IMAGE

 LES ROUSSES

BOISSELLERIE DU HERISSON
 LE FRASNOIS
Wood articles, rough or decorated, gifts, toys, kitchen utensils, souvenirs, curiosities. CLOSED
UNTIL MID-NOVEMBER
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ESPRIT JURA
 CLAIRVAUX LES LACS
Articles and wooden toys. Regional products. Souvenirs. Decoration. Two stores: Clairvaux les Lacs,
instead of May 8, 1945: Open all year, daily except Mondays in low season Doucier Road area of
Chalain: open daily from April to September











TINTINNABUL
 NANCHEZ
Making, selling and exhibition of artistic characters, jewels, animals… in salt douth and porcelain :
clowns, imps, animals, lamps, cups….
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Horn-turning Museum
 LAVANS LES SAINT CLAUDE
You will see 1,500 different tools, a 12th-century lathe and the use of various materials (box, bone,
corozo). You can also watch how horn, a tough material, is turned into sculptures or shiny round, oval
or twisted beads. Decorative or practical items, lamps and more on sale at the museum.
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MOIRANS EN MONTAGNE-BOUTIQUE CHARLILUCE
 MOIRANS EN MONTAGNE
Quality objects that evoke the Jura… It’s a craft business specialized in the manufacture of wooden
dolls and puppets made from spruce, alder or beech wood. The traditional toys from the Jura on
display in their big showroom will make you dream. Some local products are also on sale (beer,...
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POTTERY MARIE-ANGE BAUMANN
 LE FRASNOIS
Located in the heart of region of lakes, near Hérisson waterfalls, my pottery is varied, made on the
wheel and with a roller-head machine. I use the glazed ware technique which allows me to produce
bright and varied colours.
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